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     28 of December 2011, 34 Kurds were killed by Turkish bombs in 

Roboski. Due to great poverty the Kurds in Roboski  are forced to 

smuggle food, oil and cigarettes over the border from Iraq. This time 

they lost their life to Turkish bombs, only guilty of trying to survive. 

     So, did the Kurds take revenge? NO! The day after this killing 
MILLIONS of Kurds went to the streets with banners and their own 
voice as the only weapon, claiming justice for the victims of this 
crime. 

     12 of September 2012, 63 Kurds in a Turkish prison starts a hunger 

strike, it has now spread to many other prisons in Turkey , and the 

number is now about 10.000 inmates on strike. 700 are today in a 

critical state. there are 8000 Kurdish activists, 70 journalists, 600 

students and various politicians. All of them have been imprisoned 

during the last three years.  

Why? 

 They demand  Abdullah Ocelan to be free from the isolation in 

prison.  

 They want to be allowed to study in the Kurdish language 

 And they want their right to defend themselves in their own 

language - Kurdish 

     Turkey  have killed about one million Armenians, thousands of 

Assyrians and hundreds of thousands Kurds and Greeks. And only 

the last 24 years they have killed 501 Kurdish children. In Turkish 

prisons there are 2317 Kurdish children and 6 Kurdish 

parliamentarians.   Turkey is a self claimed Democratic country, but 

the truth is that they are a great threat against humanity, justice, 

other cultures and the good reputation of Democracy. .   Hitler used 

Turkey as a good "model" for how to exterminate other ethnical 

groups. 

     All of you that cares about humanity, justice and peace, and that 

cannot tolerate this kind of barbarian acts, 

 REACT! stand up and scream out that this has to stop now!!! this is 

the time to act, Speak up and make sure that your government do 

something about this to stop the ethnic cleansing and save the people 

on hunger strike.    

Serhelldan Jiyane.    


